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Abstract: it can consider that big data is massive amount of
information that work wonderfully. Due to great potential that it
has from last two decades this topic is taking special interest. In
any industry the way in which it leverage, manage and analyze
can change. The most promising field in which big data use for
making the change is healthcare industry. For health-care and
biomedical informatics research it increasingly used the
technologies of big data. For certain advanced data analytics
methods, predictive analytics and user behavior analytics the term
big data used. At an unprecedented scale and speed huge amount
of clinical and biological data have been collected and generated.
For big data in the industry of healthcare the several sources
incorporate medical examinations results, hospital records,
devices and patients medical records that are a piece of internet of
things. In medical imaging it also finds its usages. In order to
treat, diagnose or monitor medical conditions to view the human
body the various technologies that are used referred as medical
imaging.
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In medical imaging big data is very useful. In medical imaging
it also finds its usages. In order to treat, diagnose or monitor
medical conditions to view the human body the various
technologies that are used referred as medical imaging. To
designate the techniques set that produce the image of internal
part of body the medical imaging is often used. For clinical
purposes like dysfunction, examine injury, seeking to reveal,
pathology or diagnose to create the images processes and
techniques are used [6].

healthcare,

I. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: Big data

The concept of big data is an ecosystem and new paradigm in
the domain of biomedical that change case based studies into
large scale. The big data characteristics are defined by 3 main
features like velocity, volume and variety. It is called as 3Vs
[1].
In any industry the way in which it leverage, manage and
analyze can change. The most promising field in which big
data use for making the change is healthcare industry. In
general to avoid preventable diseases, improve life quality,
predict outbreaks of epidemics and to reduce costs of
treatment the medical analytics have the potential [2].
In medicine and healthcare the big data is referred as complex
and large data, with suing of previous hardware or software
they are difficult to analyze [3] [4]. Analysis, validation, data
quality control, modeling, interpretation and integration of
heterogeneous data cover by big data analytics [5]. From the
available large amount of data it provides comprehensive
knowledge discovering by big data analytics applications.
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II. II. MEDICAL IMAGING
For the purpose of treatment and diagnostic to image the
body of human several processes and modalities encompasses
by medical imaging. In this way for all the people to improve
the health of public it plays a significant role. In the follow up
of a disease that is already diagnosed or treated the medical
imaging is justified frequently [7].
Within digital health for treatment and diagnostic purpose
the processes and techniques that used to create the images of
several different human body parts referred as medical
imaging. Several radiological imaging techniques include in
medical imaging like:
1. Thermography
2. Elastography
3. Fluoroscopy
4. Tactile imaging
5. Endoscopy
6. X-ray radiography
7. MRI (Magnetic resonance imaging)
8. Technique of nuclear medicine functional imaging and
medical photography
9. Ultrasound or medical ultrasonography [8]
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Figure 2: Concept of a medical imaging system
III. IN DIAGNOSTIC MEDICA IMAGING BIG DATA
CHARACTERISTICS
In diagnostic imaging in the configuration of big data the
five main characteristics that should be respected are as
follows:
1. Value. To analysis of their coherent referred as value of big
data. For clinicians and patients it should be valuable.
2. Variety. Heterogeneity and Complexity of several dataset
that can be unstructured, structured and semi-structured
known as variety.
3. Velocity. To the frequency and speed of data analysis,
creation and processing and motion of data referred as
velocity. Velocity refers to data in motion as well as and to
the speed and frequency of data creation, processing and
analysis. Consistently, a large number of patients experience
analytic imaging techniques, which comprise of a reasonable
work process in which data is obtained through an imaging
gadget, put away in a PACS (standard picture archiving and
communication) framework, and along these lines outwardly
assessed on DICOM (digital imaging and communications in
medicine) or PACS watcher by a specialist, who delivers an
unstructured or structured report agent of the clinical result of
the assessment [10].

Figure 3: Workflow of Diagnostic Imaging
In a RIS (radiological information system) and PACS
(standard picture archiving and communication) through an
imaging device it can acquired the diagnostic images and
therefore in it is inspected visually.
4. Veracity. Reliability, data quality, predictive value,
uncertainty and relevance referred as veracity. Because
decisions of death or life depend on the information reliability
in healthcare data quality and Veracity are the fundamental
issues.
5. Volume. In healthcare the quantity of big data referred as
volume, which is assessed to drastically increment until the
request for zettabytes (1021) by 2020 [9].

Figure 3: In medical imaging five v’s of big data
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IV. MEDICAL IMAGING TECHNIQUES AND TYPES
For imaging there exists several medical imaging types and as
the technology being advance many more are being invented
continuously. Some medical imaging techniques and types are
described as follows:
1. Nuclear medicine: In radiology and nuclear medicine the
radiation is used. Radiation is used in nuclear medicine and
radiology. The radioactive materials are known as
radiopharmaceuticals or radioisotopes in nuclear medicine;
into the body they are introduced. From outside X-rays enter
the body in radiology. It can consider that nuclear medicine is
an imaging modality that includes inhalation, injection, or
radioactive tracer’s injection to several organs visualization.
Through addition of a radioactive isotope to a pharmaceutical
explicit to the body part being imaged the
radiopharmaceutical or tracer id prodded. Gama radiation
emits by radioactive tracer, by using gamma camera that can
be imaged. [14].

3. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI): To form the
physiological processes and pictures of the anatomy of the
body the MRI consider as technique of medical imaging that
used in radiology. In the body the scanners of MRI use
magnetic field gradients, radio waves and strong magnetic
fields to generate the images. The ionizing radiation or X-rays
is not used in MRI, this is the reason it is different from PET,
CAT or CT scans. It is consider as medical application of
NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance) to magnetic resonance
imaging. In other applications of NMR for imaging like NMR
spectroscopy it can also used [13].

Figure 6: MRI of the spine

Figure 4: nuclear medicine
2. Ultrasound: From the inside of the body to capture live
images high frequencies sound waves are using by a medical
test that is known as ultrasound. Ultrasound is also called as
sonography. The technology that is used in this system is same
as the radar and sonar that are used to detect the ships and
planes in military. To detect the problem with tissues, organs
and vessels without need to create and incision the ultrasound
helps the doctors. As compare with other methods of imaging
it do not use radiation. In this way during pregnancy to watch
the developing fetus this is a most preferred method [15].

4. Radiography: To take the images of inside the body the
electromagnetic radiation are used in Radiography. X- ray is
the most common and well known type of radiography. On the
body high energy waves beams by an x-ray machine in the
procedure. Hard tissues like bones can absorb the wave but
soft tissues like organs and skin cannot absorb these waves.
The part of the body that absorbs the wave showing as a white
on a film that transfers as a result of machine. The unabsorbed
materials show as the black part[12].

Figure 5: nornmal ultrasound image.
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Figure 7: (1) overview of Radiography (b) digital
Radiography
V. FROM BIG DATA POINT OF VIEW USE OF
MEDICAL IMAGE PROCESSING
In addition to detecting diseases states on organ function
and anatomy the medical imaging provides important
information. Additionally, it is used for artery stenosis
detection, identifying tumors in lungs, organ delineation,
aneurysm detection, spinal deformity diagnosis etc. In the
greater use of decision support systems in clinical settings
and computer aided medical diagnostics he fast development
in the quantity of health care organizations just as the quantity
of patients has brought. By using computational intelligence
in health care many areas can be improved like screening,
diagnosis and prognosis [16]. To improve the diagnostic
accuracy with appropriate care the integration of medical
images helps [17]. With genomic data and other types of EHR
(electronic health record) data the integration of medical
images reduce the diagnosis time and improve the accuracy
[18].
VI. CONCLUSION
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For big data in the industry of healthcare the several sources
incorporate medical examinations results, hospital records,
devices and patients medical records that are a piece of
internet of things. In medical imaging it also finds its usages.
In order to treat, diagnose or monitor medical conditions to
view the human body the various technologies that are used
referred as medical imaging. In any industry the way in which
it leverage, manage and analyze can change. The most
promising field in which big data use for making the change is
healthcare industry. In medicine and healthcare the big data is
referred as complex and large data, with suing of previous
hardware or software they are difficult to analyze. For the
purpose of treatment and diagnostic to image the body of
human several processes and modalities encompasses by
medical imaging.
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